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By Wesley Morris, Globe Staff 
 
Robert Pattinson has the face of a film-noir dupe. It's a face 

that is searching and open and kind. It's a face that a certain type 
of woman might want to fool because, in its intensely old-
fashioned kindness, the face says, "I love you. Fool me." This 
isn't what girls and their aunts and their mothers − the so-called, 
so obsessed "Twi"-hards − see in that face. What they see, as it 
glitters, pales, and smolders with 100 years of undead solitude, is 
a projection that makes them whisper: "Bite me." 

That antique nature of Pattinson's face gets an antique setting 
in "Water for Elephants," a beautiful and boring movie set in a 
traveling circus during the Great Depression. Pattinson is 
liberated from the brooding, computer-generated action and 
noise of the "Twilight" movies and put beside Reese 
Witherspoon, the "Inglourious Basterds" Oscar-winner Christoph 
Waltz, scores of extras, and an elephant the size of a two-
bedroom apartment. It remains unclear whether Pattinson is any 
kind of actor, but it wouldn't be premature to declare that, at the 
very least, he's not the bad kind. 

Pattinson plays Jacob Jankowksi, a Cornell veterinary student who's left homeless after his 
Polish immigrant parents are killed in an automobile accident. He hops aboard a moving train 
that belongs to the Benzini Brothers circus and assumes the job of animal doctor. Death provides 
a natural occasion for The Face to do its melancholy thing. Instead, Pattinson uses the movie to 
give his smile some exercise. Jacob sees Marlena (Witherspoon), the pretty, gaunt acrobat with a 
platinum bob who stars in the circus's horse show, and rather than think as I did − she should be 
eating that horse, not riding it − he simply falls in love. 

It's the movie-ish ease with which Jacob succumbs that allows you to notice how ripe for 
exploitation he is. The veteran screenwriter Richard LaGravenese adapted the movie from a 
popular, unabashedly sentimental 2007 novel by Sara Gruen. It's not "Double Indemnity." But 
every time Jacob is in a room with Marlena and her brutally possessive husband, the circus's 
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With all due respect to the

DAVID JAMES/20TH CENTURY FOX

Jacob (Robert Pattinson) and Marlena (Reese Witherspoon) meet in a traveling circus in ‘‘Water for Elephants.’’

The elephant in the room
PATTINSON AND WITHERSPOON ARE BEAUTIFUL,

BUT THEY — AND THE MOVIE — LACK A SPARK
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casting process, this feels like a
trio that tested better in an exec-
utive’s office than on a movie set.
It’s that lack of chemistry that
makes you think a scheme is
brewing. Why else would one of
them want anything to do with
the other two? They wind up
lavishing attention on the ele-
phant. Her name is Rosie, she’s
played by Tai (check her out on
Twitter!), and in creating, then
shattering the illusion that she’s
just a big, dumb beast, Tai gives
the best performance in the
movie. (It’s a photo finish with
Hal Holbrook, who plays an
older, chattier Jacob.)

The director Francis Law-
rence also made ‘‘I Am Legend’’
and is an accomplished maker of
music videos. (He put Britney
Spears in a top hat and tails for
her ‘‘Circus’’ clip.) But this movie
sags when it wants to lilt.

The camera, costumes, and
art direction do everything right.
Too much so. The movie strips
away both the grand weirdness
of the circus and the dire desola-
tion of the Depression. Diane
Arbus and Dorothea Lange are
exchanged for Vanity Fair.

The movie maintains a manu-
factured glossiness that seems
more 1920s than 1930s. And in
Jacob’s striving infatuation for a
wispy blond Venus, it’s not a
circus performer he sees when
he looks at Marlena. It’s F. Scott’s
Fitzgerald’s Daisy. All along the
‘‘fool me’’ had been saying some-
thing else: ‘‘I thought this was
‘Gatsby’.’’

Wesley Morris can be reached at
wmorris@globe.com or followed
on Twitter: @wesley_morris.
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!!
WATER FOR ELEPHANTS

Directed by: Francis Lawrence
Written by: Richard

LaGravenese, adapted from
the novel by Sara Gruen
Starring: Robert Pattinson,
ReeseWitherspoon, Christoph
Waltz, and Hal Holbrook
At: Boston Common,
Fenway, suburbs

Running time: 122minutes
Rated: PG-13 (some sexuality
andmoments of intense

violence, one or two inflicted
on or by an elephant)

By Loren King
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

T
ino Ponce, who makes
his living leading the
hardscrabble Gran
Circo Mexico along the

back roads of the Mexican
countryside, calls his family’s
circus life ‘‘tough and beauti-
ful.’’ Tough, definitely. Beauti-
ful, not so much.

But there is visual poetry in
‘‘Circo,’’ Aaron Schock’s debut
documentary. He shot the film
himself as he traveled with
Tino, Tino’s wife, Ivonne, their
four kids, and their extended
family through rural Mexico in
a beat-up bus with a faded
clown’s face painted on the
back. The gypsy-like Ponce clan
ekes out a meager living by
pitching their big top for a day
or two. They then pack up their
tattered animals and equip-
ment and hit the next town,
playing for small crowds of
poor villagers who rock babies
to sleep while they watch the
Ponce children perform as
contortionists, clowns, jug-
glers, and tightrope walkers.

This is no behind-the-scenes
peek at the Big Apple Circus or
a Ringling Brothers extrava-
ganza. The Ponce family circus
is a Mexican tradition that
dates back to the late 19th
century. By the 1980s, various
family members broke away to
start their own troupes; we
learn that there are now about
25 Ponce family circuses still
traveling around rural Mexico.

‘‘Circo’’ offers a fascinating
mix of backstage drama and
family dynamics. Tino is the
loyal son who can’t let go of the
ragtag business, despite
mounting debts and his wife’s
concern for the future of their
kids who, like Tino, are virtu-
ally illiterate. As their marriage
begins to fall apart, Ivonne —
who met Tino when the circus
came though her town — in-
sists that the only one who
benefits from the family’s gru-

eling work is Tino’s father, who
owns the circus and is often
seen counting the door take.
Ivonne’s concerns are valid: We
watch Alexia Ponce, 10, apply
eye glitter before hitting the
ring to do her contortions;
Moises, 12, drives spikes into
the ground at dawn; and the
Ponce family patriarch — Tino’s
father — pushes a tearful 5-
year-old to practice endless
back flips. The kids’ roles in the
enterprise seem at best cheap
labor and at worst abuse.
Schock’s images of tiger cubs in
cages and the battered, oversize
Rugrats masks the kids wear
during one of the acts offer

subtle commentary on the
circus’s entrapment of the
Ponce children.

But there’s also the reality of
limited options. We see packs
of kids running along dirt roads
in pursuit of the free circus
tickets Tino’s father hands out
from his car, as a way to ensure
happy faces in the bleachers.
Tino’s brother leaves the circus
grind when he marries a wom-
an against his parents’ wishes
and, at least for a while, escapes
the cycle. But the heart of the
film is ringmaster Tino, whose
allegiance to the family busi-
ness threatens his marriage.
Without heavy-handedness, the
film raises universal issues of
filial loyalty, whether children
should serve their parents or
vice versa, and what’s lost when
cultural traditions run up
against economic realities.

‘‘Circo’’ perhaps delves into
too many areas in its brief
running time. But Schock’s
gritty, haunting portrait of a
way of life fast fading offers a
glimpse of a Mexico that Ameri-
can audiences rarely get to see.

Loren King can be reached at
loren.king@comcast.net.

The greatest show in rural Mexico

FIRST RUN FEATURES

Alexia (left) and Reyna Ponce, whose family business is the subject of ‘‘Circo.’’
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!!!
CIRCO

Directed by: Aaron Schock
Written by:Mark Becker
At: Kendall Square

Running time: 75minutes
Unrated (mature themes
thatmay be inappropriate

for under age 10)
In Spanish,

with English subtitles

‘Circo’ follows
a long-running
circus family

!!!
Circo (unrated),11

!! Æ
African Cats (G),16

!! Æ
Henry’s Crime (R),12

!!
POMWonderful Presents:
TheGreatestMovie Ever Sold
(PG-13),14

!!
Water for Elephants
(PG-13),10

Note: ‘‘Tyler Perry’s Madea’s Big
Happy Family’’ was not
screened for critics. A review
will appear on Boston.com later
today and on tomorrow’s
Names page.

OPENING
THIS WEEK
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